Linguistica Storica
As recognized, adventure as well as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as well as arrangement can be gotten by just checking out a book
Linguistica Storica afterward it is not directly done, you could acknowledge even more vis--vis this life, all but the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as capably as simple way to get those all. We find the money for Linguistica Storica and numerous book
collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. accompanied by them is this Linguistica Storica that can be your partner.

Clause Structure and Word Order in the History of German - Agnes
Jäger 2018-03-09
This volume presents the first comprehensive generative account of the
historical syntax of German. Leading scholars in the field survey a range
of topics and offer new insights into central aspects of clause structure
and word order, outlining the different stages of their historical
development. Each chapter combines a solid empirical basis with
descriptive generalizations, supported by a detailed discussion of
theoretical analyses couched in the generative framework. Reference is
also made throughout to the more traditional descriptive model of the
German clause. The volume is divided into three parts that correspond to
the main parts of the clause. Part I explores the left periphery, looking at
verb placement (verb second and competing orders), the prefield, and
adverbial connectives, while Part II discusses the middle field, including
pronominal syntax, the order of full NPs, and the history of negation. The
final part examines the right periphery with chapters covering basic
word order (OV/VO), prosodic and information-structural factors, and the
verbal complex. The book will be a valuable resource for researchers and
students in historical syntax and the Germanic languages, and for both
descriptive and theoretical linguists alike.
Gender from Latin to Romance - Michele Loporcaro 2018
This book explores grammatical gender in the Romance languages and
dialects and its evolution from Latin. Michele Loporcaro investigates the
linguistica-storica

significant diversity found in the Romance varieties in this regard; he
draws on data from the Middle Ages to the present from all the Romance
languages and dialects, discussing examples from Romanian to
Portuguese and crucially also focusing on less widely-studied varieties
such as Sursilvan, Neapolitan, and Asturian. The investigation first
reveals that several varieties display more complex systems than the
binary masculine/feminine contrast familiar from modern French or
Italian. Moreover, it emerges that traditional accounts, whereby neuter
gender was lost in the spoken Latin of the late Empire, cannot be
correct: instead, the neuter gender underwent a range of different
transformations from Late Latin onwards, which are responsible for the
different systems that can be observed today across the Romance
languages. The volume provides a detailed description of many of these
systems, which in turns reveals a wealth of fascinating data, such as
varieties where 'husbands' are feminine and others where 'wives' are
masculine; dialects in which nouns overtly mark gender, but only in
certain syntactic contexts; and one Romance variety (Asturian) in which
it appears that grammatical gender has split into two concurrent
systems. The volume will appeal to linguists from a range of
backgrounds, including Romance linguistics, historical linguistics,
typology, and morphosyntax, and is also of relevance to those working in
sociology, gender studies, and psychology.
Linguistica storica - Elisabetta Magni 2014
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Indefinites between Latin and Romance - Chiara Gianollo 2018-11-15
This book investigates the syntactic and semantic development of a
selection of indefinite pronouns and determiners (such as aliquis 'some',
nullus 'no', and nemo 'no one') between Latin and the Romance
languages. Although these elements have undergone significant
diachronic change since the Classical Latin period, the modern Romance
languages show a remarkable degree of similarity in the way their
systems of indefinites have evolved and are structured today. In this
volume, Chiara Gianollo draws on data from Classical and Late Latin
texts, and from electronic corpora of the early stages of various Romance
languages, to propose a new account of these similarities. The focus is
primarily on Late Latin: at this stage, the grammar of indefinites already
shows a number of changes, which are homogeneously transmitted to the
daughter languages, leading to parallelism in the various emerging
Romance systems. The volume demonstrates the value of using methods
and models from synchronic theoretical linguistics for investigating
diachronic phenomena, as well as the importance of diachronic research
in understanding the nature of crosslinguistic variation and language
change.
Leibniz, Humboldt, and the Origins of Comparativism - Tullio De
Mauro 1990-01-01
Both Leibniz and Humboldt are scholars in whose work we find a
passionate interest in the history and development of languages
combined with a strong theoretical commitment. Linking their names to
linguistic comparativism draws attention to the contribution these
scholars have made to the history of comparativism and also promotes
discussion of the relationship of theory and practice in linguistic research
in more general terms. In September 1986, a conference on Leibniz,
Humboldt and the Origins of Comparativism' was held in Rome. The
papers included in this volume are revised versions of the papers
presented at the conference.
The History of Linguistics in Italy - Paolo Ramat 1986-01-01
This volume brings together the papers published in Historiographia
Linguistica 9:3 (1982), which was devoted to the history of linguistics in
linguistica-storica

Italy, with Marazzini’s paper first published in Historiographia
Linguistica 10:1/2 (1983), and an original article by Franco Lo Piparo
expressly written for this volume. The present volume provides in
addition an index of subjects, as well as an index of names, which
supplies bio-bibliographical references to authors discussed.
Grammaticalization and the Rise of Configurationality in Indo-Aryan - Uta
Reinöhl 2017-04-14
This book examines historical changes in the grammar of the Indo-Aryan
languages from the period of their earliest attestations in Vedic Sanskrit
(around 1000 bc) to contemporary Hindi. Uta Reinöhl focuses specifically
on the rise of configurational structure as a by-product of the
grammaticalization of postpositions: while Vedic Sanskrit lacks function
words that constrain nominal expressions into phrasal units - one of the
characteristics of a non-configurational language - New Indo-Aryan
languages have postpositions which organize nominal expressions into
postpositional phrases. The grammaticalization of postpositions and the
concomitant syntactic changes are traced through the three millennia of
Indo-Aryan attested history with a focus on Vedic Sanskrit, Middle Indic
Pali and Apabhramsha, Early New Indic Old Awadhi, and finally Hindi.
Among the topics discussed are the constructions in which the
postpositions grammaticalize, the origins of the postpositional template,
and the paradigmatization of the various elements involved into a single
functional class of postpositions. The book outlines how it is semantic
and pragmatic changes that induce changes on the expression side,
ultimately resulting in the establishment of phrasal, and thus low-level
configurational, syntax.
The Impact of Music Therapy on Children in a Multicultural Elementary
School - Sylvia Ingeborg Haering 2022-10-17
The OECD stated in 2018 that language barriers are among the greatest
obstacles to the successful inclusion of students with an immigrant
background. Providing adequate instruction in the language of
instruction at school, and offering learning experiences independent of
the level of language skills is, therefore, an essential task of the 21stcentury school systems. This book explores how music therapy can
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contribute to solving this challenge. It investigates the multicultural
learning environment of an Italian elementary school that is
characterised by students with multiple native languages and different
levels of proficiency in the language of instruction. In some cases,
students have difficulty following lessons and participating in social life.
The children (5-8 years) receive music therapy in the experimental
condition and regular school activity in the control condition according to
a within-subject control group design, meaning that half the children
started in the control condition and the other started in the experimental
condition; they switched at the half-time point. Data on the children’s
language skills and general behaviour are collected and analysed.
Functional Heads Across Time - Barbara Egedi 2022-06-13
This volume explores the role that functional elements play in syntactic
change and investigates the semantic and functional features that are
the driving force behind those changes. Structural developments are
explained in terms of the reanalysis of parts of the functional sequences
in the clausal, nominal, and adpositional domains, through changes in
parameter settings and feature specifications. The chapters discuss
'microdiachronic' syntactic changes that often have implications for
large-scale syntactic effects, such as word order variation, the
emergence (and lexicalization) of syntactic projections,
grammaticalization, and changes in information-structural properties.
The volume contains both case studies of individual languages, such as
German, Hungarian, and Romanian, and detailed investigations of crosslinguistic phenomena, based primarily on digital corpora of historical and
dialectal data.
Word Order and Parameter Change in Romanian - Alexandru Nicolae
2019-06-06
The book provides a comprehensive description and in-depth analysis of
the major word order changes that took place in the clausal and the
nominal domains in the transition from old to modern Romanian. The
data are set in a comparative Romance perspective, with attention also
paid to the impact of the Balkan Sprachbund and the influence of Old
Church Slavonic. Alexandru Nicolae's analysis is based on a qualitative
linguistica-storica

and quantitative examination of a large number of phenomena in a
representative corpus of old Romanian texts. Some of these phenomena,
such as scrambling, interpolation, discontinuous constituents, and
variation in the position and linearization of DP-internal adjectival
modifiers, are found across Romance, while others, such as the low
position for pronominal cliticization, are relatively rare. Still others are
specific to old and modern Romanian, such as the proclitic and enclitic
realization of the same pronominal clitic, the low definite article, and the
adjectival article construction. From an empirical perspective, the
volume fills a gap in the Romance linguistics literature, as several of the
phenomena it explores have been largely neglected to date. More
broadly it offers a valuable contribution to research into word order
typology and change, the nature and content of syntactic parameters,
and the theory of grammaticalization and syntactic change.
The Rise and Fall of Ergativity in Aramaic - Eleanor Coghill 2016-09-05
This book traces the changes in argument alignment that have taken
place in Aramaic during its 3000-year documented history. Eastern
Aramaic dialects first developed tense-conditioned ergative alignment in
the perfect, which later developed into a past perfective. However, while
some modern dialects preserve a degree of ergative alignment, it has
been eroded by movement towards semantic/Split-S alignment and by
the use of separate marking for the patient, and some dialects have lost
ergative alignment altogether. Thus an entire cycle of alignment change
can be traced, something which had previously been considered unlikely.
Eleanor Coghill examines evidence from ancient Aramaic texts, recent
dialectal documentation, and cross-linguistic parallels to provide an
account of the pathways through which these alignment changes took
place. She argues that what became the ergative construction was
originally limited mostly to verbs with an experiencer role, such as 'see'
and 'hear', which could encode the experiencer with a dative. While this
dative-experiencer scenario shows some formal similarities with other
proposed explanations for alignment change, the data analysed in this
book show that it is clearly distinct. The book draws important
theoretical conclusions on the development of tense-conditioned
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alignment cross-linguistically, and provides a valuable basis for further
research.
Word and Language - Roman Jakobson 1971-01-01
Quantitative Historical Linguistics - Gard B. Jenset 2017-09-22
This book is an innovative guide to quantitative, corpus-based research
in historical and diachronic linguistics. Gard B. Jenset and Barbara
McGillivray argue that, although historical linguistics has been
successful in using the comparative method, the field lags behind other
branches of linguistics with respect to adopting quantitative methods.
Here they provide a theoretically agnostic description of a new
framework for quantitatively assessing models and hypotheses in
historical linguistics, based on corpus data and using case studies to
illustrate how this framework can answer research questions in historical
linguistics. The authors offer an in-depth explanation and discussion of
the benefits of working with quantitative methods, corpus data, and
corpus annotation, and the advantages of open and reproducible
research. The book will be a valuable resource for graduate students and
researchers in historical linguistics, as well as for all those working with
linguistic corpora.
Dative External Possessors in Early English - Cynthia L. Allen 2019-09-26
This volume is the first systematic, corpus-based examination of dative
external possessors in Old and Early Middle English and their diachronic
development. Modern English is unusual among European languages in
not having a productive dative external possessor construction, whereby
the possessor is in the dative case and behaves like an element of the
sentence rather than part of the possessive phrase. This type of
construction was found in Old English, however, especially in
expressions of inalienable possession; it appeared in variation with the
internal possessors in the genitive case, which then became the only
productive possibility in Middle English. In this book, Cynthia Allen
traces the use of dative external possessors in the texts of the Old and
early Middle English periods and explores how the empirical data fit with
the hypotheses put forward to date. She draws on recent developments
linguistica-storica

in linguistic theory to evaluate both language-internal explanations for
the loss of the dative construction and the possible role of language
contact, especially with the Brythonic Celtic languages. The book will be
of interest to students and researchers in the fields of historical syntax
and morphology, language variation and change, and the comparative
syntax of the Germanic languages.
Romance Object Clitics - Diego Pescarini 2021
This book offers an empirical and theoretical exploration of the
development of object clitic pronouns in the Romance languages,
drawing on data from Latin, medieval vernaculars, modern Romance
languages, and lesser-known dialects. Diego Pescarini examines
phonological, morphological, and especially syntactic aspects of
Romance object clitics, using the findings to reconstruct their evolution
from Latin to Romance and to model clitic placement in modern
Romance languages. On the theoretical side, the volume engages with
previous accounts of clitics, particularly in generative theory. It
challenges the received idea that cliticization resulted from a form of
syntactic deficiency; instead, it proposes that clitics resulted from the
feature endowment of discourse features, which initially caused freezing
of certain pronominal forms and then - through reanalysis - their
successive incorporation to verbal hosts. This approach leads to a
revision of earlier analyses of well-known phenomena such as
interpolation, climbing, and enclisis/proclisis alternations, and to new
approaches to issues including V2 syntax, scrambling, and stylistic
fronting, among many others.
Periphrasis and Inflexion in Diachrony - Adam Ledgeway 2022
This volume brings together contributions from leading specialists in
syntax and morphology to explore the complex relation between
periphrasis and inflexion from both a synchronic and diachronic
perspective. The chapters draw on data from across the Romance
language family, including standard and regional varieties and dialects.
The relation between periphrasis and inflexion raises questions for both
syntax and morphology, and understanding the phenomena involved
requires cooperation across these sub-domains. For example, the
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components that express many periphrases can be interrupted by other
words in a way that is common in syntax but not in morphology, and in
some contexts, a periphrastic form may be semantically equivalent to a
single-word inflected form, with which it arguably forms part of a
paradigmatic set. Patterns of this kind are found across Romance, albeit
with significant local differences. Moreover, diachrony is essential in
understanding these phenomena, and the rich historical documentation
available for Romance allows an in-depth exploration of the changes and
variation involved, as different members of the family may instantiate
different stages of development. Studying these changes also raises
important questions about the relation between attested and
reconstructed patterns. Although the empirical focus of the volume is on
the Romance languages, the analyses and conclusions presented shed
light on the development and nature of similar structures in other
language families and provide valuable insights relevant to linguistic
theory more broadly.
Phonetic Causes of Sound Change - Daniel Recasens 2020-08
This book provides an integrated account of the phonetic causes of the
diachronic processes of palatalization and assibilation of velar and labial
stops and labiodental fricatives, as well as the palatalization and
affrication of dentoalveolar stops. While previous studies have been
concerned with the typology of sound inventories and of the processes of
palatalization and assibilation, this volume not only deals with the
typological patterns but also outlines the articulatory and acoustic
causes of these sound changes. In his articulation-based account, Daniel
Recasens argues that the affricate and fricative outcomes of these
changes developed via an intermediate stage, namely an (alveolo)palatal
stop with varying degrees of closure fronting. Particular emphasis is
placed on the one-to-many relationship between the input and output
consonant realizations, on the acoustic cues that contribute to the
implementation of these sound changes, and on the contextual,
positional, and prosodic conditions that most favour their development.
The analysis is based on extensive data from a wide range of language
families, including Romance, Bantu, Slavic, and Germanic, and draws on
linguistica-storica

a variety of sources, such as linguistic atlases, articulatory and acoustic
studies, and phoneme identification tests.
Arabic Historical Dialectology - Clive Holes 2018-08-30
This book, by a group of leading international scholars, outlines the
history of the spoken dialects of Arabic from the Arab Conquests of the
seventh century up to the present day. It specifically investigates the
evolution of Arabic as a spoken language, in contrast to the many
existing studies that focus on written Classical or Modern Standard
Arabic. The volume begins with a discursive introduction that deals with
important issues in the general scholarly context, including the
indigenous myth and probable reality of the history of Arabic; Arabic
dialect geography and typology; types of internally and externally
motivated linguistic change; social indexicalisation; and pidginization
and creolization in Arabic-speaking communities. Most chapters then
focus on developments in a specific region - Mauritania, the Maghreb,
Egypt, the Levant, the Northern Fertile Crescent, the Gulf, and South
Arabia - with one exploring Judaeo-Arabic, a group of varieties
historically spread over a wider area. The remaining two chapters in the
volume examine individual linguistic features of particular historical
interest and controversy, specifically the origin and evolution of the bverbal prefix, and the adnominal linker -an/-in. The volume will be of
interest to scholars and students of the linguistic and social history of
Arabic as well as to comparative linguists interested in topics such as
linguistic typology and language change.
Syntactic Change in French - Sam Wolfe 2022-01-22
This book provides the most comprehensive and detailed formal account
to date of the evolution of French syntax. It makes use of the latest
formal syntactic tools and combines careful textual analysis with a
detailed synthesis of the research literature to provide a novel analysis of
the major syntactic developments in the history of French. The empirical
scope of the volume is exceptionally broad, and includes discussion of
syntactic variation and change in Latin, Old, Middle, Renaissance, and
Classical French, and standard and non-standard varieties of Modern
French. Following an introduction to the general trends in grammatical
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change from Latin to French, Sam Wolfe explores a wide range of
phenomena including the left periphery, subject positions and null
subjects, verb movement, object placement, negation, and the makeup of
the nominal expression. The book concludes with a comparative analysis
of how French has come to develop the unique typological profile it has
within Romance today. The volume will thus be an indispensable tool for
researchers and students in French and comparative Romance
linguistics, as well as for readers interested in grammatical theory and
historical linguistics more broadly.
The Development of Latin Clause Structure - Lieven Danckaert
2017-06-09
This book examines Latin word order, and in particular the relative
ordering of i) lexical verbs and direct objects (OV vs VO) and ii)
auxiliaries and non-finite verbs (VAux vs AuxV). In Latin these elements
can freely be ordered with respect to each other, whereas the presentday Romance languages only allow for the head-initial orders VO and
AuxV. Lieven Danckaert offers a detailed, corpus-based description of
these two word order alternations, focusing on their diachronic
development in the period from c. 200 BC until 600 AD. The corpus data
reveal that some received wisdom needs to be reconsidered: there is in
fact no evidence for any major increase in productivity of the order VO
during the eight centuries under investigation, and the order AuxV only
becomes more frequent in clauses with a modal verb and an infinitive,
not in clauses with a BE-auxiliary and a past participle. The book also
explores a more fundamental question about Latin syntax, namely
whether or not the language is configurational, in the sense that a phrase
structure grammar (with 'higher-order constituents' such as verb
phrases) is needed to describe and analyse Latin word order patterns.
Four pieces of evidence are presented that suggest that Latin is indeed a
fully configurational language, despite its high degree of word order
flexibility. Specifically, it is shown that there is ample evidence for the
existence of a verb phrase constituent. The book thus contributes to the
ongoing debate regarding the status of configurationality as a language
universal.
linguistica-storica

Noun-Based Constructions in the History of Portuguese and
Spanish - Patrícia Amaral 2021-12-15
This book explores syntactic and semantic change in three types of
construction in Spanish and Portuguese: (i) complex determiner phrases
with clausal adjunction (el hecho de, o facto de), (ii) complex
prepositions/complementizers and complex connectives (sin embargo
de/sem embargo de, so(b) pena de), and (iii) complex predicates
containing light verbs (dar consejo/conselho de). While these
constructions are syntactically different, they are all clause-taking
complex expressions containing a noun followed by the functional
preposition de ('of'). This book is the first work to use a systematic
comparative corpus study to explore these expressions together; this
approach allows individual changes to be distinguished from general
changes, as well as emphasizing the chronological clustering of changes
that involve complex constructions in both languages. By studying
mechanisms of language change and their outcomes in two sister
languages, Patrícia Amaral and Manuel Delicado Cantero address
questions such as: How do complex constructions evolve? How does the
meaning of the noun change when considered in isolation and when
compared to the meaning of the whole construction? And how do
syntactic categories change over time? This study of two closely-related
languages reveals distinct developments occurring in parallel, and
provides a crucial test case for theories of language change.
An Introduction to Romance Linguistics, Its Schools and Scholars
- Iorgu Iordan 1970
Cycles in Language Change - Miriam Bouzouita 2019-09-18
This volume explores the multiple aspects of cyclical syntactic change
from a wide range of empirical perspectives. The notion of 'linguistic
cycle' has long been recognized as being relevant to the description of
many processes of language change. In grammaticalization, a given
linguistic form loses its lexical meaning - and sometimes some of its
phonological content - and then gradually weakens until it ultimately
vanishes. This change becomes cyclical when the grammaticalized form
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is replaced by an innovative item, which can then develop along exactly
the same pathway. But cyclical changes have also been observed in
language change outside of grammaticalization proper. The chapters in
this book reflect the growing interest in the phenomenon of
grammaticalization and cyclicity in generative syntax, with topics
including the diachrony of negation, the syntax of determiners and
pronominal clitics, the internal structure of wh-words and logical
operators, cyclical changes in argument structure, and the relationship
between morphology and syntax. The contributions draw on data from
multiple language families, such as Indo-European, Semitic, Japonic, and
Athabascan. The volume combines empirical descriptions of novel
comparative data with detailed theoretical analysis, and will appeal to
historical linguists working in formal and usage-based frameworks, as
well as to typologists and scholars interested in language variation and
change more broadly.
Verb Movement and Clause Structure in Old Romanian - Virginia Hill
2016-04-29
The book provides a formal analysis of root and complement clauses in
Old Romanian. Virginia Hill and Gabriela Alboiu examine the
combination of Balkan syntactic patterns such as generalized subjunctive
complementation on the one hand, and the Romance morphology that
supplies complementizers and grammatical mood forms on the other.
The consequences of this mixed typology range from root clauses with
non-finite verbs to split heads and repeated recycling in clausal
complements. The book argues that discourse triggers at the left
periphery are responsible for fluctuations in verb movement in finite
clauses, while with gerunds and imperatives verb movement follows from
functional constraints. It further argues that clausal complements to
control and raising verbs systematically display the pattern of the Balkan
subjunctive, and that the spell out of these clausal complements has been
repeatedly recycled during the development of Romanian. Verb
Movement and Clause Structure in Old Romanian presents a new
perspective on the manifestation of Balkan Sprachbund properties in the
language, and on the nature of parametric differences in relation to other
linguistica-storica

Romance languages. It provides a unified explanation for a range of
constructions that have previously been treated as separate phenomena,
and places diachronic changes in Romanian in a wider context.
Alignment and Alignment Change in the Indo-European Family Eystein Dahl 2022-08-01
This volume brings together work from leading specialists in IndoEuropean languages to explore the macro- and micro-dynamic factors
that contribute to variation and change in alignment and argument
realization. Alignment is taken to include both basic alignment patterns
associated with major construction types, as well as various valencydecreasing constructions such as passives, anticausatives, and
impersonals. The chapters explore synchronic and diachronic aspects of
alignment morphosyntax based on data from Anatolian, Indo-Iranian,
Greek, Italic, Armenian, and Slavic. All have a strong empirical focus,
drawing on both qualitative and quantitative methods, and range from
broad comparative studies to detailed investigations of specific
constructions in individual languages. The book is one of very few studies
to examine variation and change in alignment typology across languages
in a single family. It contributes to a greater understanding of the roles
played by analogy/extension, reanalysis, and areal factors in alignment
change, and demonstrates the extent of variation found in the
morphosyntax of argument realization in genetically-related languages.
Referential Null Subjects in Early English - Kristian A. Rusten 2018-12-06
This book offers a large-scale quantitative investigation of referential null
subjects as they occur in Old, Middle, and Early Modern English. Using
corpus linguistic methods, and drawing on five corpora of early English,
it empirically examines the occurrence of subjectless finite clauses in
more than 500 early English texts, spanning nearly 850 years. On the
basis of this substantial data, Kristian A. Rusten re-evaluates previous
conflicting claims concerning the occurrence and distribution of null
subjects in Old English. He explores the question of whether the earliest
stage of English can be considered a canonical or partial pro-drop
language, and provides an empirical examination of the role played by
central licensors of null subjects proposed in the theoretical literature.
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The predictions of two important pragmatic accounts of null arguments
are also tested. Throughout, the book builds its arguments primarily by
means of powerful statistical tools, including generalized fixed-effects
and mixed-effects logistic regression modelling. The volume is the most
comprehensive examination of null subjects in the history of English to
date, and will be of interest to syntacticians, historical linguists, and
those working in English and Germanic linguistics more widely.
Diachrony and Dialects - Paola Benincà 2014-06
This book examines morphosyntactic variation in the Romance varieties
spoken in Italy from both a regional and historical perspective. It
examines a range of phenomena, backed up by extensive empirical data,
and will be a valuable resource not only for specialists in Italo-Romance
but also for researchers in morphosyntactic change more generally
Portuguese Relative Clauses in Synchrony and Diachrony - Adriana
Cardoso 2017-10-06
This book explores language variation and change from the perspective
of generative syntax, based on a case study of relative clauses in
contemporary European Portuguese and earlier stages of Portuguese.
Adriana Cardoso offers a comparative account of three linguistic
phenomena in the synchrony and diachrony of Portuguese-remnantinternal relativization, extraposition of restrictive relative clauses, and
appositive relativization-and shows that the changes affecting these
structures conspired to reduce the patterns of nominal discontinuity
available in the language. Adopting a cross-linguistic perspective, she
additionally shows that this series of changes transformed Portuguese
from a 'Germanic-like' language, with a wide range of phrasal
discontinuities, to a 'non-Germanic type', with more restricted patterns of
discontinuity. The volume will be of particular interest to scholars
working on Portuguese syntax, but also to Romance linguists and all
those interested in historical and comparative syntax more widely.
Lexicon Grammaticorum - Harro Stammerjohann 2009-06-02
Lexicon Grammaticorum is a biographical and bibliographical reference
work on the history of all the world's traditions of linguistics. Each article
consists of a short definition, details of the life, work and influence of the
linguistica-storica

subject and a primary and secondary bibliography. The authors include
some of the most renowned linguistic scholars alive today. For the
second edition, twenty co-editors were commissioned to propose articles
and authors for their areas of expertise. Thus this edition contains some
500 new articles by more than 400 authors from 25 countries in addition
to the completely revised 1.500 articles from the first edition. Attention
has been paid to making the articles more reader-friendly, in particular
by resolving abbreviations in the textual sections. Key features: essential
reference book for linguists worldwide 500 new articles over 400
contributors of 25 countries
Transitive Nouns and Adjectives - John J. Lowe 2017-06-16
This book explores the wealth of evidence from early Indo-Aryan for the
existence of transitive nouns and adjectives, a rare linguistic
phenomenon which, according to some categorizations of word classes,
should not occur. John Lowe shows that most transitive nouns and
adjectives attested in early Indo-Aryan cannot be analysed as a type of
non-finite verb category, but must be acknowledged as a distinct
constructional type. The volume provides a detailed introduction to
transitivity (verbal and adpositional), the categories of agent and action
noun, and to early Indo-Aryan. Four periods of early Indo-Aryan are
selected for study: Rigvedic Sanskrit, the earliest Indo-Aryan; Vedic
Prose, a slightly later form of Sanskrit; Epic Sanskrit, a form of Sanskrit
close to the standardized 'Classical' Sanskrit; and Pali, the early Middle
Indo-Aryan language of the Buddhist scriptures. John Lowe shows that
while each linguistic stage is different, there are shared features of
transitive nouns and adjectives which apply throughout the history of
early Indo-Aryan. The data is set in the wider historical context, from
Proto-Indo-European to Modern Indo-Aryan, and a formal linguistic
analysis of transitive nouns and adjectives is provided in the framework
of Lexical-Functional Grammar.
Verb Second in Medieval Romance - Sam Wolfe 2018-12-06
This volume provides the first book-length study of the controversial
topic of Verb Second and related properties in a range of Medieval
Romance varieties. It presents an examination and analysis of both
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qualitative and quantitative data from Old French, Occitan, Sicilian,
Venetian, Spanish, and Sardinian, in order to assess whether these were
indeed Verb Second languages. Sam Wolfe argues that V-to-C movement
is a point of continuity across all the medieval varieties - unlike in the
modern Romance languages - but that there are rich patterns of
synchronic and diachronic variation in the medieval period that have not
previously been observed and investigated. These include differences in
the syntax-pragmatics mapping, the locus of verb movement, the
behaviour of clitic pronouns, the syntax of subject positions,
matrix/embedded asymmetries, and the null argument properties of the
languages in question. The book outlines a detailed formal cartographic
analysis of both the attested synchronic patterns and the diachronic
evolution of Romance clausal structure. The findings have widespread
implications for the understanding of both the key typological property of
Verb Second and the development of Latin into the modern Romance
languages.
Negation and Nonveridicality in the History of Greek - Katerina
Chatzopoulou 2018-11-01
This book provides a thorough investigation of the expression of
sentential negation in the history of Greek. It draws on both quantitative
data from texts dating from three major stages of vernacular Greek (Attic
Greek, Koine, and Late Medieval Greek), and qualitative data from all
stages of the language, from Homeric Greek to Standard Modern Greek.
Katerina Chatzopoulou accounts for the contrast between the two
complementary negators found in Greek, referred to as a NEG1 and
NEG2, in terms of the latter's sensitivity to nonveridicality, and explains
the asymmetry observed in the diachronic development of the Greek
negator system. The volume also sets out a new interpretation of
Jespersen's cycle, which abstracts away from the morphosyntactic and
phonological properties of the phenomenon and proposes instead that it
is best understood in semantic terms. This approach not only explains
the patterns observed in Greek, but also those found in other languages
that deviate from the traditional description of Jespersen's cycle.
Grammaticalization from a Typological Perspective - Heiko Narrog
linguistica-storica

2018-10-18
This volume explores the way in which grammaticalization processes whereby lexical words eventually become markers of grammatical
categories - converge and differ across various types of language. While
grammaticalization at its core is a unidirectional phenomenon, in which
the same pathways of change are replicated across languages, certain
language types and language areas have distinct preferences with
respect to what they grammaticalize and how. Previous work has
principally addressed this question with specific reference to languages
of Southeast and East Asia that do not seem to grammaticalize
paradigms of categories in the same manner as Indo-European
languages, or form extensive grammaticalization chains. This volume
takes a broader approach and proceeds systematically area by area:
specialists in the field address the processes of grammaticalization in
languages of Africa, Europe, Asia and the Pacific, and the Americas, and
in creole languages. The studies reveal a number of unique pathways of
grammaticalization in each language area, as well as identifying the
universal shared features of the phenomenon.
Syntactic Features and the Limits of Syntactic Change - Jóhannes
Gísli Jónsson 2021-03
This volume brings together the latest diachronic research on syntactic
features and their role in restricting syntactic change. The chapters
explore topics relating to all three domains of the clause as well as issues
in methodology and modelling, drawing on data from a range of
languages and dialects.
The Diachrony of Differential Object Marking in Romanian - Virginia Hill
2021
This book provides a comprehensive investigation of the origins,
development, and stabilization of differential object marking (DOM) in
Romanian. DOM, a means by which a grammar distinguishes between
objects based on semantic features such as animacy or definiteness, has
been a fruitful area of research in syntax, historical linguistics, and
typology. In this volume, Virginia Hill and Alexandru Mardale
demonstrate that Romanian DOM reflects a typological mix of Balkan
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and Romance patterns, and is in fact composed of three distinct
mechanisms. Their analysis of these mechanisms reveals that DOM
triggers in Romanian are located in the nominal domain, in contrast to
languages such as Spanish, where they are located in the verbal domain.
The cross-linguistic perspective adopted in the volume sheds light on
existing typologies of DOM, particularly in relation to the variation
observed in the merging location of the DOM particle and of the doubling
pronominal clitic.
Word Order Change - Ana Maria Martins 2018-06-07
This volume explores word order change within the framework of
diachronic generative syntax. Word order is at the core of natural
language grammatical systems, linking syntax with prosody and with
semantics and pragmatics. The chapters in this volume use the tools
provided by the generative theory of grammar to examine the
constrained ways in which historical word order variants have given way
to new ones over time. Following an introduction by the editors, the book
is divided into four parts that investigate changes regarding the targets
for movement within the clausal functional hierarchy; changes (or
stability) in the nature of the triggers for movement; verb movement into
the left peripheries; and types of movement, with specific focus on word
order change in Latin. Data are drawn from a wide variety of languages
from different families and from both classical and modern periods,
including Sanskrit, Tocharian, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Irish,
Hungarian, and Coptic Egyptian. The book's broad coverage and
combination of language-internal and comparative studies offers new
perspectives on the relation between word order change and syntactic
movement. The volume also provides a range of wider insights into the
properties of natural language and the way in which those properties
constrain language variation and change.
Historical Philology - Bela Brogyanyi 1992-10-08
The present volume mainly contains contributions on the classical
language, Greek and Latin. In addition to the historical comparative
linguistic aspects of these languages, philological and historical
questions are dealt with as well. Consideration of Italic and Romance
linguistica-storica

topics is also included. The volume is divided into 7 sections: I. Greek
linguistics, II. Greek lexicology, III. Mycenology. IV. Greek philology, V.
Italic and Latin philology, VI. Latin and Romance languages, VII. Roman
history.
Micro-change and Macro-change in Diachronic Syntax - Eric
Mathieu 2017-06-20
The chapters in this volume address the process of syntactic change at
different granularities. The language-particular component of a grammar
is now usually assumed to be nothing more than the specification of the
grammatical properties of a set of lexical items. Accordingly, grammar
change must reduce to lexical change. And yet these micro-changes can
cumulatively alter the typological character of a language (a macrochange). A central puzzle in diachronic syntax is how to relate macrochanges to micro-changes. Several chapters in this volume describe
specific micro-changes: changes in the syntactic properties of a
particular lexical item or class of lexical items. Other chapters explore
links between micro-change and macro-change, using devices such as
grammar competition at the individual and population level, recurring
diachronic pathways, and links between acquisition biases and
diachronic processes. This book is therefore a great companion to the
recent literature on the micro- versus macro-approaches to parameters
in synchronic syntax. One of its important contributions is the
demonstration of how much we can learn about synchronic linguistics
through the way languages change: the case studies included provide
diachronic insight into many syntactic constructions that have been the
target of extensive recent synchronic research, including tense, aspect,
relative clauses, stylistic fronting, verb second, demonstratives, and
negation. Languages discussed include several archaic and
contemporary Romance and Germanic varieties, as well as Greek,
Hungarian, and Chinese, among many others.
Language and Identity in Multilingual Mediterranean Settings - Piera
Molinelli 2017-08-07
This book explores the linguistic expression of identity, intended as the
social positioning of self and others, by focusing mostly on a scenario of
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prolonged language contact, namely the ancient Mediterranean area.
The volume includes studies on language contact and on identity
strategies developed at different levels of analysis, from phonetics to
pragmatics, in, among others, Latin, Greek, Coptic, Syriac, (Cypriot)
Arabic, Medieval Sardinian.
Palatal Sound Change in the Romance Languages - André Zampaulo
2019-09-19
This book presents a thorough investigation of the main diachronic
changes that have taken place in the palatal sounds of the Romance
languages, as well as their current patterns of synchronic variation.
André Zampaulo draws on extensive data not only from diachronic
sources, but also from a range of current phonetic, phonological, and
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dialectal studies to motivate a formal, constraint-based account of palatal
sound change. The analysis takes into account the role of phonetic
information in the shaping of phonological patterns, approaching sound
change from its inception during the speaker-listener interaction and
formalizing it as the difference in constraint ranking between the
grammar of the speaker and that of the listener-turned-speaker. The
volume offers insights into how and why similar types of change may
take place in different varieties and/or the same language at different
times, and will be of interest to graduate students and researchers in
historical linguistics, phonetics and phonology, Romance linguistics, and
dialectology more broadly.
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